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On a thermodynamic theory of fiber-reinforced thermoelastic 
materials with thermo-kinematic constraints 

T. ALTS (BERLIN) 

A NEW METHOD for the indirect introduction of thermo-kinematic constraints into a thermo
dynamic continuum theory of fiber-reinforced thermoelastic materials is presented. It is applicable 
to all materials for which the symmetry class and hence the representations of the constitutive 
functions are known. Detailed results are given for the unidirectionally and the bidirectionally 
fiber-reinforced materials subject to the constraints of incompressibility with purely thermal 
volume expansion and of inextensibility in the fiber directions with thermal expansion of the 
fibres. Some applications to rubber-elasticity are reported. It is shown, in particular, that the 
energy-elastic effect of rubber can be explained in quantitative agreement with experiments. 

Przedstawiono metod~ posredniego wprowadzenia wi~w termokinematycznych do termo
dynamicznej teorii kontynualnej material6w termospr~stych zbrojonych wl6knami. Stosuje 
si~ ona do wszelkich material6w, dla kt6rych znane ~ klasy symetrii, a wi~ i reprezentacje 
funkcji konstytutywnych. Podano wyniki szczeg61owe dla material6w zbrojonych jedno- i dwu
kierunkowo poddanych wi~m nie8cisliwo§ci, przy czysto termicznych odksztalceniach obj~to
Sciowych, oraz wi~zom nierozci~gliwo§ci w kierunku zbrojenia przy termicznych wydlui:eniacb 
wl6kien. Om6wiono pewne zastosowania dot~ce spr~stoSci materia16w gumopodobnych. 
Pokazano w szczeg6lno§ci, i.e energospr~yste zjawiska w gumie przebiegaj~ w ilo§ciowej zgod
no§ci z wynikami doswiadczen. 

Ilpe~craBneH MeTO~ KOCBeHHoro BBe~eHHH TepMOKHHeM&THqeCKHX CBH3eH B TepMOAHH8MH
tieCKyiO KOHTHHyVU.JIYIO TeOpHIO TepMOynpyrHX MaTepHaJIOB apMHpOBamlbiX BOJIOKHaMH. 
IlpHMeHHeTCH OH K BCHKHM M8TepHaJiaM, MJ1 KOTOphiX H3BeCTHbi KnBCChl CHMMeTpHH, SHatiHT 

u npe~CTaBJieHHH onpe~emnoll.UIX cP~. IlpHBe~em.I ~eTaJILm.le pesym.TaTbi MR Ma
TepuaJioB, apMHpOBamlbiX OAHO- u ~ymanpHBJieHHo, no~epmyn,IX CBH3HM uec>KHMae
MOCTH, npu tiHCTO TepMHtieCKHX OO'beMHbiX ~ecPopM~, a TaiOKe CBH3HM HepaCTH>KHMB
eMOCTH B HanpaBJieHHH apMHpOBaHHH, IIpH TepMHtieCKHX y~emmx BOnOKOH. 06cy~eHbl 
HeKOTOp&Ie npHMeHeHHH, K&caiOIIUJecH ynpyrocm pe3HHOUO~OOHbiX MaTepHaJIOB. 110K838HO 
B tiaCTHOCTH, tiTO 3Heproynpyrue HBJieHHH B pesHHe npoHCXO~ B KOJIHtiecTBeHHOM COB
n~eHHH c pesym.TaTaMH 3KcnepHMeHTOB. 

1. Introduction 

THE DIRECT consideration of thermo-kinematic constraints in a thermodynamic continuum 
theory of fiber-reinforced materials requires some modifications of the basic principles 
of thermodynamics and a complicated analysis so as to arrive ~t detailed results; [1, 2, 3]. 

· In this approach a different, rather simple, method for the introduction of constraints 
is presented. It is applicable to all thermoelastic materials for which the symmetry class 
and hence the representations are known. It starts from the well-known thermodynamic 
constitutive theory of elastic bodies and introduces the thermokinematic constraints 
by a limiting process, after interchange of certain deformations with their thermodynamic 
conjugate stresses. This method has two essential advantages compared to the direct one: 

1. It is simple. 2. It shows explicitly the action of constraints in the thermodynamic 
relations. 
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524 T. ALTS 

Detailed results are presented for the unidirectionally and the bidirectionally fiber
reinforced materials subject to the constraints of incompressibility with purely thermal 
volume expansion and of inextensibility in the fiber directions with thermal extension of 
the fibers. 

Some applications to rubber~elasticity are reported. 

2. Reinforced thermoelastic materials without constraints 

Thermoelastic materials which are reinforced by two families of fibers are defined 
by the constitutive equations 

(2.1) c = ~(x~K· T, T.x;N:, eR) 

for the stress tensor, the internal energy, the heat flux and the entropy; where ~x: = 

= 0~~; t) denotes the deformation gradient with respect to an undistorted reference 

configuration Rat temperature TR and pressure PR, T denotes the (absolute) temperature 

and T.x: = oT~~ t) its gradient with respect to the configuration R, N: = N:(X)(a. = 

= 1 , 2) are unit tangent vectors in the two-fiber directions in the configuration R and eR 
is the mass density in that configuration.(!) 

By a thetmodynamic treatment, according to Mfu.LERS's [4] or COLEMAN's [5] entropy 
principle, it can be shown that the stress, the internal energy and the entropy are independent 
of the temperature gradient. This means that the bidirectiona/ly reinforced thermoe/astic 
materials . without constraints are given by the constitutive functions 

'1J = 'f}(T,lo,lt,l2,Jt,J2, ... ,J6; eR), 

E = e(T, lo, Ih 12, Jh J2, ... , J6, eR), 
2 

2 ntn' " rt' = -pgk'+ ta.~ +rl1' 
la. 

ex .. I 

(2.2) 

t'" = _!_ [Mogl'+(Kt +JtK2)B"'-K2(B2)"1+M1 n~ni +K3 n\t(Bn1)'> 
J r ~ 

~~ ] + M 2 ;
2 

2 +K4n~t(Bn2)'> +K5cosQ>n\1n~+K6 cosQ>(n\t(Bn2)'> +n~t(Bn1)'>) 
----

e> I use stationary metric coordinate systems with the coordinates xx. (K = 1, 2, 3) and the metric 
tensor KKMCX> for the description of the reference configuration Rand the coordinates ~ (k = 1, 2, 3) 
and a different metric tensor Kt ... (x) for the description of the deformed configuration in some observer 
frame. Both coordinate systems are fixed in an inertial frame. gx.M and r., denote the inverse metric tensors. 
The summation convention is applied according to which summation over diagonally repeated indices 

ar 
has to be performed. The partial derivative with respect to X I is denoted by a comma, e.g. T, I: = ax•; 
the c<Wariant derivative with respect to X x is denoted by a semicolon in front of coordinate indices, an 

. . _ _. axt(X, r> 
exceptiOn IS A• I: = , · ax• 

Round brackets enclosing tensor indices indicate symmetrization, squared brackets antisymmc
trization with respect to the enclosed indices. 
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for the specific entropy 'fJ, the specifi£ internal energy e and the Cauchy stress t"1; cf. [3]. 
B"': = gKL~K X;L is the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor and n~: = x':KN:(a. = 
= 1, 2) are tangent vectors in the actual fiber directions. / 0 , 11 , 12 and J1 , J2 , ••• , J6 

denote the following invariants: 

Io: = detB = detC = J 2
, 

(2.3) 11 : = (o1 • o1) = (N1 · CNt), 

(2.4) 

/2: = (02 · o2) = (N2 · CN2); 
J 1 : = tr B = tr C, 

1 1 . 12: = 2 [(trB)2 -trB2
] = 2 [(trC)2 -trC2

], 

1 I 
J3: = 2 (ot ·Bot)= 2 (N1 • C2N1), 

1 . 1 
J4: = 2 (02 · Bo2) = 2" (N2,: C2N2), 

J5: = cosc/J(ot · o2) = cosc/J(Nt · CN2), 

J6: = ,cosc/J(o1 • Bo2) = cosc/J(Nt · C2N2); 

where CxL: = g"'~RX;L is the right <;auchy-Green deformation tensor and cosc/J: = 
: = (N1 • N2 ) defines the angle between the fiber directions in the reference configuration 
R. 

The stress coeffcients p, tt, t2, M 0 , M 1 , M 2 , Kt, K2 , ... , K6 are functions of T, eJ( 
and the invariants (2.3) and (2.4). p denotes the pressure, tt and t2 are the stresses in the 
fiber directions and the coefficients M 0 , M1 , M 2 in t"' obey the conditions t": = 0, 
~«Xkt"'ncx~ = 0 (a. = 1, 2) so that the decomposition of Eq. (2.2h is unique: 

Kt ·Jt +K2 · 2J2+K3 · U3+K4 · 2J4+K5 ·J5+K6 · 2J6+3Mo+Mt +M2 = 0, 
J5J6 

Kt· 2J3 +K2 · (J2/1-Io)+K3 · 2J3/1 +K4 · ~ +K5 · J5/1 
cos 'I' 

1 Jl 
(2.5) +K6 · (J6Jt +2J3J5)+Mo · /1 +M1 · /1 +M2 · -1 ~ = 0, 

l cos 'I' . 

JsJ6 
Kt· 2J4+K2 · (J2Jl-Io)+K3 · -"2T +K4 · 2J4/2+K5 · J5l2 

cos 'I' 

+K6 · (J6J;+2J4J5)+Mo · /2 +Mt · -
1
1 J~.J. +M1 · /2 = 0. 
1 cos 'I' 

Finally, the thermodynamic relations for the unconstrained bidirectionally reinforced 

material follow from dq = ~(de- ~" tJJ:Ldcu). where 

tKL: = JXf~r.Xf,t"' 
2 

:: -pJ{C-t)JCL+ 2 ta.J N~N~ +M0 (C-t)KL+(Kt +JtK2)gKL-K2CJCL 
a.=l a. . 
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is the second Kirchhoff-Piola stress: 

(2.6) 

(ex = I, 2), 

(A = 1 , 2, ... , 6). 

These relations imply the following integrability conditions for the entropy: 

_1 (aM0 _ ap J) =_I (aaMrz + atrz J+~) (ex= 1, 2), 
10 aJrz olrz lrz 10 o/0 2J 

:o (a:;;-- :JA J) = ~~oA (A = ), 2, ... ' 6), 

_I (aM1 + at1 1) = _1 ( aM2 + at2 1), 
11 a12 a1 2 12 a11 a11 

(2.7) 

_I (~1% + aatl% ;,) = aKA (ex= 1, 2), (A= 1, 2, ... , 6), 
Jrz rJJ A J A aJa. 

aKA aKs -a- = -a - (A, B = I, 2, ... , 6; A :f: B), 
Is JA 

2eR !: = L (Mo- Ta~)- ~ (p-T :~ ). 
2eR ::. = L (M.-T a;.)+:. (t.-T :~). (ex = I, 2), 

ae oKA 
2eR aJA =KA-T ar (A= 1, 2~ ... , 6). 

The unidirectionally reinforced and the isotropic unreinforced materials are included 
as special cases. The relations for the unidirectionally reinforced material are obtained 
by omitting the invariants / 2 , / 4 , / 5 , 16 and the relation (2.5h and by setting t2 = 0 
M2 = 0, K4 = K5 = K6 = 0. The unreinforced isotropic material is included, if in addi~ 
tion the invariants / 1 and / 3 and the relation (2.5h are omitted and the stress coefficients 
t1 = 0, M1 = 0, K3 = 0 are set equal to zero. 

3. Introduction of thermo-kinematic constraints 

Many reinforced materials, especially those with a highly deformable matrix (as rubber) 
between strong fibers, are almost inextensible in the fiber directions up to moderate stresses 
.They are, moreover, almost incompressible up to moderate pressure. Thus they obey 
approximately the constraints of incompressibility and inextensibility in the fiber directions 
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at constant temperature. The thermal volume expansion and the thermal expansion in the 
.fiber directions, ho-wever, cannot be neglected. Thus they obey the thermo-kinematic 
~onstraints 

(3.1) 
detB = ( ~ r = lo = fo(T), fo(TR) = I; 

(Da · Da) = (Nex · CNex) =lex= fex(T), fcx(TR) = 1 (a= I, 2). 

These constraints can be introduced into the relations of Sect. 2, if the pressure p and the 
fiber tractions lex (a = 1, 2) are taken as independent variables instead of the volume 10 

and the fiber extensions lex (a = I, 2), respectively. Assuming that the constitutive equa
tions p = p (T, 10 , lex, JA; l?R) for the pressure and lex = lex (T, 10 , lex, JA; l?R) for the fiber 
tractions of the unconstrained material are invertible with respect to 10 and lex, respectively, 
one has 

(3.2) 
(a,fJ=I,2), 

I ex = Fcx( T' p' tp' J A ; eR) (A = 1 ' 2' ... ' 6)' 

and can eliminate /0 and lex from Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7). With the notation 

(3.3) . e(T,fo,lex,JA;l?R) = e(T,p,la.,l...a;(;?R) etc. 

it thus follows after some calculation: 

a~ = _!_ [ oe ____ 1 ((M.-p y F.)-1'- ~F. + ~ (Mp+tpy' F.)~ aFp_)], 
oT T oT 2eR Fo oT f=1 Fp oT 

OiJ I [ a£ 1 1(- ·-;;;--) I ai'or L2 

( .;-;;;-) 1 ai'{J)] - =- ---\ M0 -pV F0 -;;;---- = Mp+tpJI F0 - .. - . , 
op T op 2eR Fo op 1 P=l Fp op 

(3.4) 
- i -

a~ I[oe 1 ;(- ,;-;;;--)I oF0 2( .r=:-) 1 oF11 )] -=- ---,M0 -pJIF0 -;;;---+ Mp+tpJIF0 - .. -
otex T otex 2eR . p 0 otex fJ=I · Fp Otex 

(a= 1, 2), 

a~ 1 [ ae 1 (- ( - ... ;-;;;--) 1 ai o 
oJ.... = T oJ.... - 2eR K .... + Mo-P ... F o F o oJ .... 

2 - ] ~( ,;-;;;--) 1 oFp\ + L.,; ·Mp+tp J1 F0 --;;- oJ 1 
fJ=I Fp A. 

(A = 1, 2, ... , 6), 

and the integrability conditions for the entropy transform into 

- -- -- -- 2 --
(3.S) 1 (8Fo+~o oFex)=-!-(oF0 oM0 _oF0 oM0 )'+ \-,-!-(-oFp oMp 

y' £
0 

ota. Fex op p 0 otex op op otex f:t Fp otex . op 
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528 T. ALTS 

(3.5) 
(cont.] 

- - -- - - . 2 --oKA _ 1 oF0 = __J_(oFo oMo _ oFo oMo) + ~ __;._( oFp aMp 
ap vi oJ A F o op oJ A aJ A ap L..J F fJ ap aJ A 

0 fJ=1 
-- 2 -- --_ aFp aMp)+ 2 tp ( oFp ·aFu _ oFp oF0 ) 

~J ~ V ~ ~J ~J ~ (A = 1' 2, ... '6), u A · up 2 ~ F F up u A u A· up fJ=l 0 fJ 

_ ( 1 off 1 1 off 2 ) 1 ( oft o a M o aft o iJ M o ) 
Yio i

1 
~-- i 2 ot1 =- io ot2 ~-a~;~ 

2 -- -- 2 -- - ... 
~ 1 ( aFp aMp oFp oMtJ). ~ tp ( aFp aFo aFp aF0 ) 

--L.Jip ot2~-ot1-ot2 -LJ 2vii ot27fi;,--a,l ·at2' 
fJ=-1 . {J-1 0 fJ . 

oi:A + Y!o afttl. =_;_(oFo oMo- oFo oMo)+ ~_;_(aFp aMp 
Ota. F oJ A Fo attl. oJ A aJ A Ota. LJ Fp Ota. oJ A tl. fJ-1 

- - . 2 ... - ... ... 
oFp oMp) ~ tp ( oFp oF0 oFp aF0 ) 

- aJ A ·at; + LJ 2 ffn 'F ata. oJ A - aJ A ata. fJ-1 0 {J 
(a= 1,2) (A= 1,2, ... ,6), 

- · - .. - .. .. 2 - -aKA aK8 1 (oF0 oM0 oF0 aM0 ) ~ 1 ( aFp oMp 
aJ B - aJ A = ft o oJ B aJ A - aJ A aJ B + LJ i {J aJ B aJ A 

fJ=1 
.. .. 2 - - ... ... 

oFp oMp) ~ tp ( aFp aF0 - oFp oF0 ) 

- aJ A oJ B + Li 2 v F 'F oJ B oJ A - · aJ A aJ. 
' /J=1 0 {J 

(A, B = 1, 2, ... , 6; A :F B), 

2 OB= _ _I_ oFo+(M- YF )-1 aio _I_(aio oMo_ oFo oMo) 
f!R ap v F o aT o P o ft o op ft o ap aT oT ap 

2 N N N N -

~r(M ffn)-1 oFp _I_(aFp oMp _ aFp iJMp) 
+ ~ ~+tp . o Fp op · Fp op aT aT ap 

fJ-1 
- T· tp ( oFp oFo - oFp aio)] 

2 ff.f'{J op aT aT ap 

2eR as = +T Y!o oFa. +(Mo-pVFo)_;_ oio- '! (OFo aMo 
ata. Fa. aT p

0 
ota. p 0 ota. oT 

... ... 2 ... . - ... ... ... 

_ aFo aM.o)+ ~[(Mp+tpff.)-!- oFp _ 'f: (oFp aMp_ oFp aM~) 
oT ota. .L.J F fJ ota. F fJ · ata. aT aT ot. fJ-1 . 
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os ("' aK. .. ) (... ..1-----) 1 oio T ( oF0 oM0 

·~~~ 2l!R a~ .. = K .. -T oT + Mo-Pf' Fo Fq_ oJ .. - Fo oJ ... -aT 
,,. 2 ., -,., , ., 

_ oFo oMo) + ~ [(Mp+tpV Fa).!- oFp _ ! ( oFp oMp _ oFp aM,) 
ar a;.. L.J Fp a; .. , Fp aJ .. ar iY1' a;.._ 

/l-1 

_ T· tp (oF~ oio _ af, of0 )] 
.. ; ~ J' ar ~r ~ (A = I, 2, ... , 6). 

2 f' i;-F{J UJ A U c)JA 

The constitutive tehitions (3.2) become the constraints (3.1) if F0 ,F" are independent 
of p, t" and J.... Hence the incompressible and in the fiber directions inextensible material 
is contained in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) as a special case for 

(3.6) F0 =/0(T), ·j" =/r~.(T) (ex= 1,2). 

Hence insertion into Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) yields: 
1. The stress coefficients are independent of the pressure and the fiber tractions: 

(3.7) KA = i .. (T,J1,.[~, ... ,Jo; e..> (A= 1, 2, .~., 6). 

2. The same follows from Eqs. (2.5) for the coefficients: 

Mo = Mo(T,J1,J2, ... ,J6; eRl, 
(3.8) 

. M"= Mr~.(T, Jt,J2, ... ,J6if!d (ex= 1, 2). 

· 3. The entropy and the internal energy are additively decomposed according to 

ij = ij(T,p, tJ+~(T,J .. ;eRl, 
8 = e(T, p, t")+s(T, J .. ; eRl, (3.9) 

where the pressure and the fiber tractions depending parts are given by 

ij = ~W) [-pf~(T) _ + ~ t f~(T)] 
2l!R fo(T) .6f "f&(T) ' 

2 

8 = T Y.fJf) [-p f~(T) + ~ t f~(T)] 
~R fo(T) .6f " fr~.(T) 

(3.10) 

~ and the constitutive parts satisfy the relations 
2 

Of} 1 [ OB . 1 ( A f~(T) ~ A /~(T) '] 
oT = T oT - 2l!R Mo fo(T) + .6f M" ftt.(T)) ' 

~ 1 [ OB 1 A ] 

oJ .. = T oJ .. ~ 2eR K.. (A = 1, 2, .. . , 6) 

(3.11) 

and 

(3.12) 

(A = 1, 2, ... , 6). 
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These are jusfthe results which are obtained by a direct thermodynamic theory of fiber 
reinforced thermoelastic materials subject to incompressibility and fiber inextensibility 
with.Jhermal volume expansion. and thermal fiber extensions, cf. [2, 3]. The present 
derivation, however, is. much simpler and has in addition the advantage of showing how 
the constraints act in each thermodynamic relation. Moreover, generali-zations .of con
straints of the types (3.6) can easily ·be considered. 

4. Introduction of therinal convectiv~: deformation measures 

The thermal expansions due to the constraints (3.1) cannot be suppressed by the applica
tion of forces. Hence all constrained thermoelastic materials-react to a change of tempera
ture with a thermal defomiation that cannot be suppressed. In order to have a deformation 
measure, which can be varied independently of the temperature, a new defprmation mea· 
sure must be introduced. This can be done by a decomposition of the deformation gradient 
according to 

. (4.1) XA; _ p""t p-L 
;K- .L .K 

into a thermal deformation F~x of the (locally) prescribed thermal expansions due to the . 
constraints, and a thermal convective deformation F~L relative to the. (local) thermal 1 
expanded configuration of the body. I call F~ L a thermal convective deformation since 
the thermal expanded configuration changes with changing temperature. The decomposi
tion (4.1) is meaningful only if it is unique. It can be made unique by the requirement · 
that F~L is determined only by the (locally) prescribed constraints (3.1), namely 

(4.2) detiiCfll ~ fo(T), N:CxLN~ = fa.(T) (« = 1, 2), 

where 

(4.3) 

is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor of 'the prescribed thermal expansions. 
The relation between the right and the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensors with 

the thermal deformation is, according to Eq. (4.1), 

(4.4) 

where CxL and iJKL are defined as follows: 

(4.5) CA . · _ p""k p""l B-KL. MNp-K p-L 
KL. - Kkl . K . L' . = g . M . N. 

CxL is the thermal convective right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor and iJKL is the left . 
Ca~chy-Green tensor of the (locally) prescribed theimal deformation. If one finally defines 
through 

. (4.6) 
1 -

n-K. _ pKLNL (« = 1, 2) 
ex. - V fcx(T) • cx 

unit vectors in the direction of the thermally. deformed fibers, the constraints (3.1) yield 
with Eqs~ (4.2) and (4.4) 

(4.7) detiiCfll = 1, n:cKL;;~ = 1. ea = 1, 2). 
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Hence the constrained material behaves like an incompressible and in the fiber directions 
inextensible one at all temperatures if the thermal convective deformation measure is 
used. 

The thermal expansion of the anisotropic fiber-reinforced material with different 
thermal expansions of the fiber and the matrix materials is itself anisotropic. Every spherical 
piece of such a material deforms in a general ellipsoid if the temperature is changed uni
rormly and the material has free boundaries. Hence the thermal deformation under these 
conditions is given by 

2 

(4.8) F~L = P,o <5f + }; p,«N: N(I.L. 
(I,= I 

From Eq. (4.6) it follows then that the thermally deformed fiber directions 

ii~ y' . I [ {.u0 + p1 )Nf + 1'2 cos tf>Nf] , 
/1(T) 

(4.9) 
I K . K 

• 1 [j.t1 cos c/JN 1 + (,uo + P,2)N 2J 
J' f2(T) 

are rotated against the fiber directions Nf, Nf in the reference configuration R. Moreover, 
the angle between the fibers is changed during the thermal deformation: 

- K- - COS cP [I,. . )2 - • 2 ] n1n2K: = cosq; = .. ! V"o+P,1 +p,2 -p,1p,2sm cfJ . 
J' !1!2 

(4.10) 

To determine the coefficients p,0 , p,(l, from fo, j~ we need the tensor CKL of the thermal 
expansions. Insertion of Eq. (4.8) into Eq. (4.3) yields 

(4.1 I) CKL = p,~gK~ + /1-1 (2p,o+ P-1)N1KN1L + P-2(2P,o + P,2)N2KN2L + 2p,1 f1-2Coscf>NuKN 2L>· 

From the constraints (4.2) we thus obtain the relations 

det!!Cfll = p,~[p,~+P,o(/1-1 +p,2)+P-1/1-2sin2c/JJ2 = fo(T), 

(4.12) Nf~LNt = (P,o + /1-1)2sin2c/J + (P,o + p,1 + p,J2cos2c/J = / 1 (T), 

NfCKLN~ = Guo + /1-2)2sin2c/J +</.to+ p,1 + p,2)2cos2c/J = f 2 (T) 

for the determination of p,0 (T;c/J), p,iT,c/J) (a= 1,2). The solution of Eqs. (4.12) is 
unique; hence p,0 , p,(l, can be used equivalently to describe the thermal deformation of the 
constrained fiber reinforced material. . 

The expression (4.8) is the thermal deformation of constrained fiber-reinforced materials 
with free boundaries and at uniform temperature. If, however, the temperature is non
uniform and/or if the surface of the .body is not free, the thermal deformation is different 
from Eq. (4.8). This additional deformation is not known, unless a combined boundary 
value proble-m for the fields of displacement and temperature has been solved. It seems 
therefore meaningless to decompose the total deformation x~L into the parts F~K and 
FlfL· However, it is always possible to split off that part of the thermal deformation, namely 

2 

F~L. = P,o <5f +}; p,(I,N: N(I.L which, due to the constraints (4.2), cannot be suppressed 
(1.=1 

4* 
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by application of forces. This part is then, in gene~l, not the total thermal deformation 
(as usually. defined) but it is an important part of it. If the remaining part of this deforma
tion is associated with F~~' the decomposition (4.1) is unique under all conditions. Hence 
the decomposition 

2 

(4.13) x~L = F~"F~L = F~" (Podf+! ~~mN:Nt&L} 
«•1, 

defines uniquely the-thermal convective deformation F~". 
An important observation must be noted: In general the deformations 

2 

f~" and F~L = Po(T;cp)df+ 2 p.,.(T;tJ>)N:N«L 
«•I 

are not gradients of displacement fields. This follows from the integrability conditions 
for the total displacement 

(4.14) ~[LMJ = -~~Kji~[L;M]+~[IC;M]F~L 
2 2 

= i~ .. [( T; df£+ 2 ~ N:'Nat£) ~JQ+{ T; df£ + 2 ~ N:'No[£) q\,111 
«•l «•l . 

2 2 

+ 2 p.(N:'Nati.:.,1 +Nat£N!,JQ)]+~rull(l'odf+ 2 p.N:'N••) = 0. 
G&•l •-1 

It follows that both deformations k" fnd ~L are gradients of displacement fields only 
if the fibers in the reference configuration R are straight and ifthe temperature is uniform. 
This has important consequences for the applicatiOf!. of the theory to experiments. 

5. AppUcatioo to Isotropic incompressible materials 

The introduction of the thermal convective deformation measure into the thermo
dynamic relations for fiber reinforced materials is easily performed; however, it is very 
laborious. The results are published in [3]. 

For the purpose of simplification and in view of application to rubberlike materials, 
I shall consider in the sequel only the isotropic incompressible material. This is included 
in the foregoing results as a special case which is obtained by setting 101 = 0, M 01 = 0, 
f« = 0, P« = 0 (« = 1, 2) and· K3 = K4 = K, = Kt; = 0 and by omitting Eqs. (2.5)2,3 

and (4.12)2 , 3 : 

(5.1) 

A • 1 A . A 

Mo= -3(Kt·Jt+K2·2J2), 

rt' = -pgl'+ .. ~ £Mogl'+(Kt +K~J1)r'-K2(B2)lJJ 
rfo 
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for the Cauchy-stress; 

(5.2) 

with 

(5.3) 

and 

(5.4) 

for the specific entropy and the specific internal energy where Ka = Ka (T, J 1 , J2; !?R). 
Equation ( 4.13) reduces to , 

(5.5) 

and the relations between the left Cauchy:-Green deformation tensor .of the total Bu 
and the thermal convective JJ'" : = g"L F~xF!~ deformation and its main invariants are 

(5.6) B"' = ft~(T)Bk'; Jl = ft~Jl, J2 = ft~J2, 
where 

(5.7) 

With these relations the Cauchy-stress (5.1) can be rewritten as follows: 

(s.s) t•' = -pg"+ V~. ( -+ ci,.f, +L · 2.12)g•'+<i, +i2i,>B.,- i2c82»'l 
where the abbreviations 

(5.9) 

have been used and the coefficients L1 , L2 of the constitutive part of the stress are functions 
ofT, ;1' J2 ~and !?R· Furthermore, the constitutive parts ofthe entropy n = n(T, J:' ,; ; eR) 
and the internal energy e = e(T, ;1' i;.; eR) satisfy, after transformation of Eqs. (5.~) 
and (5.4) to the thermal convective deformation, the simplified relations 

(5.10) on = _1 oe _!~ = _1 ( a~ __ 1_ la) (a= 1, 2) 
oT T oT ' oJ a T oJ a 2e R 

and 

5.11) ail ai2 -,.- = -""-, 
oJ2 oJ1 

o~ = _1_ (£ _ T oLa) (a = 1 , 2). 
(JJ 2eR a oT 

Q 
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Equations (5.8), (5.10) and (5.11) are the general results for isotropic incompressible 
thermoelastic ·materials with thermal volume expansion expressed by the thermal con
vective deformation measure. 

In these relations the thermal convective deformation Bk1 and its invariants ~ and J2 

can be held constant at different temperatures, hence the appearing scalar functions can 
be determined from thermo-inechanical experiments. Furthermore, the specific heat capacity 
cP at constant pressure_pR in the thermal convective reference configuration is measurable 
as a function of temperature at one pressure: 

oh PR · r d [ J~(T) ] a·-e I 
cp(T,pR) = iJT - 2n dT -.1 + iJT ' 

P-PR t:R J1 fo(T) ft=f;=3 
J.=h=3 

(5.12) 

where h = s+pfe is the specific enthalpy. 
If in addition the thermal volume expansion/0 (1) is known as a function ofthe tem

perature, the set {5.10) and (5.11) can be integrated and the total entropy and the total 
internal energy are given by the relations 

where the integration constants 'Y/R and sR are the specific total entropy and the specific 
total inter11al energy, respectively, in the reference configuration R at temperature TR 
and pressure PR. 

The results (5.13) and the expression (5.8) for the Cauchy stress contajn the unknown 
field p = p(x, t) for the reaction pressure. This pressure can be determined by solving 
a boundary value problem. Hence the total stress, the entropy and the internal energy 
are known whenever a boundary value problem has been solved. 

6. Specialization to rubberlike materials 

All high polymers possess in a temperature interval of about 120°C well above the 
glass transition temperature TG a domain of rubberlike elasticity. This domain is charac
terl:zed by the following 'experimental facts: 

(i) The amorphous high polymers are isotropic highly deformable elastic materials 
up to deformations of medium order of magnitude, [7]; they are almost incompressible 
at constant temperature for pressures up to 100 bar, [8]. 
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Hence the theory for constrained thermoelastic materials is applicable. 
(ii) The specific volume is a linear function of the (absolute) temperature, [9], p. 73, 

[10]: 'V = 'VR [1 + (X0 (T- TR)]. 
From Eq. (3.1)i it follows then: 

d -- f~(T) 
(6.1) dT V.fo(T) = 2Vfo(T) =a. 

(iii) The specific heat capacity cP is independent of the temperature for T ~ TR > T6 , 

[11], p. 175: 

(6.2) Cp = constant. 

(iv) From isothermal experiments in simple extension and in two-dimensional exten
sion, MooNEY [12] and RIVLIN and SAUNDERS [13] concluded that the stress coefficienst 
L1 , L2 are independent of the deformation invariants up to medium stretches: 

(6.3) La = la(T; (}R) (a = 1, 2). 

The Mooney-approximation for isothermal simple extension is valid up to a critical stretch 
A < Ac(T), Fig. 1, [14]. 

For stretches A > Ac(T), thermal reversible crystallization is observed in simple exten
sion, which leads after unloading to a permanent deformation, and hence cannot be de
scribed by the therriloelastic theory. 

3 T=const.> Tg 

2 

4 

superelaotic theory 
MOONEY 

I 
FIG. 1. Stretching force versus thermal convective stretch A. = -- at constant pressure and constant 

lo(T) 
temperature in simple extension. 

s 

a ~ ~~ TOO 
79 

FIG. 2. Stretching force versus. temperature at constant thermal convective stretch. 
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(v) The stretching force (in simple extension) at constant thermal convective stretch 
is a homogeneous linear function of the absolute temperature, [14], [15], Fig. 2: 

It is easily concluded by specialization of Eq. (5.8) to simple extension cf. [16, 17], 
that the temperature dependence of the stress coefficients is as follows: 

(6.4) 
T ~~-

la(T; eiJ = ~~ T R vf o(T) ' 

With the experimentai results (6.1)-(6.4), we thus obtain from Eqs. (5.8) and (5.13) for 
the stress, the . entropy and the internal energy of the high polymers in the rubberlike 
domain 

(6.5> tk' .= _;P,0 kl + 1 _I_ [ _ __!__ <zo . ; + zo . 2] > 0 k• + <zo + zo . J )Bk'_zo<:82)k'] 
o jl f o(T) T R 3 1 1 2 2 o 1 2 1 2 , 

(6.6) 

(6.7) e = eR+(cP-~oco) (T- TR)-!!!!_T(p-pR) 
(}R (}R 

_ _I__!_!!!!_fo 1'3 [l~ · cJ1-3)+l~ · cJ2-3)]. 
2eR TR 3 . . 

These are the general results for high polymers in the rubberlike domain. If the thermal 
volume expansion is neglected, which amounts to settingf0 (T) = 1, cx0 = 0, the internal 
energy becomes independent of the deformations. Then, in fact, the rubberlike materials 
are ideal entropy elastic. But, although the thermal volume expansion is small («0 ~ 

~ 6 · 10- 4K- 1), the deformation dependent part of the internal energy is not negligible. 
To prove this I shall discuss the simple isothermal extension of a bar in some detail. 

7. The energy elastic effect of rubber in isothermal simple extension 

Solution of the boundary value problem for simple isothermal extension of a bar 
with free boundaries orthogonal to a uniformly distributed stress in the direction of stretch 
yields for the invariants 

(7.1) 

and for the reaction pressure 

(7.2) 

when~ PR = P is the constant pressure with which the surroundings act on the free bound

aries, and where ). = -
10

{T) is the thermal convective stretch in the direction of force 
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(/0 (T} = length of the bar in the traction-free state at temperature T, I= length under 
traction at the same temperature). 

The nominal tractional stress (force per unit area of the bar in the reference configura
tion R) finally is given by the relation 

. (7.3) 

It follows that the supplied work Wand the supplied heat Q per unit mass during isothermal 
• i 

simple extension are given by 

(7.4) 

;. 

W = J [( : ;, ) -T ( :1, ) ] d J,.', 
_1 P,T ~,T 

;. 

Q = T f ( :z ) d J,.'' 
1 

P,T 

respectively. Insertion of Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2) into Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) and integration 
of Eqs. (7.4) yields 

(7.5) Q _ 1 +_!_ rl.o T 
w= 3 Vfo(T) 

( 
2 4 ) ~~ ( . 1 ) . ;,. -;:+3 +zr3 1-~ 

- - (- 2 2 ) ~~ ( 1 ) J,. +--3 +- 2A+--3 
;,. ~~ J,.2 

-3 -

0 ~0 -2 

-1 ---,---------~------0---_9 ___ :.._~-----
. ~2S ~ 

a 

~ ~ +1 

I I 
so 100 150 200 250 300 

J..[%] 

FIG. 3. Ratio of supplied heat (Q > 0) to supplied work (W > 0) in simple isothermal extension. 
- ·- theoretical curve calculated from (7.5) with <Xo = 6.36· 10- 4 K- 1

, /vf~ = 0.2 and T = 294 K, 
000 measurements of EISELE and MoRBITZER [18] at T = 294 K qn cured polych~oropren, 

f::.f::.[j. measurements of DicK and MuLLER [19] at T = 304 K on sulphur cured natural caoutchouc. 

This quotient is graphically given in Fig. 3 by the solid line. It shows a very good agreement 
up to medium stretches with experiments of EISELE and MoRBITZER [18] on cured poly
chloropren and of DICK and MULLER [19] on sulphur cured natural caoutchouc. 
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For i~eal entropy elasticity ~ = - 1 holds. In this case the total supplied work is 

converted quantitatively into heat and is set free in isothermal experiments. The elastic 
energy contribution (proportional to oc0 ) reduces this amount of heat such that below 
40% elongation heat must be supplied instead of being set free. This last prediction is in 
accordance with experimental observations, too. =· 

I conclude: the theory is completely in accord with experimental-observations up to 
medium deformations. Ideal entropy elasticity does not exist in rubberlike materials. 

For larger deformations, however, the observed ~ is < -1 . This means that now 

besides the entropy also the internal energy at constant temperature decreases with increas .. 
ing stretch A.. This indicates the beginning of crystallization effects. So, measurements 
of work and heat in isothermal simple extension can predict a critical stretch Ac(T) by 

the condition ~ = - I, below which the high polymers can be described by the th~rmo
elastic theory and above which this is impossible due to the occurrence of thermal revers
i~le crystallization. 

8. Concluding remarks 

The application of the theory. to fiber reinforced rubberlike materials is evidently 
of great practical .importance. It has not yet been completed due to the lack of experimental 
results. . 
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